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Status:
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Assignee:
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% Done:

100%

Category:

Release Engineering

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

Working

Description
compile a list of packages that are on SP2 but got updated in 42.2, like e.g. texlive. Those need to be submitted for SP3.
Related issues:
Copied to openSUSE Leap 15.0 - action #24764: compile list of packages that w...

Rejected

2017-08-08

2017-08-21

History
#1 - 2017-01-06 09:16 - mlin7442
- File compile_422_sle12sp2.txt added
https://github.com/openSUSE/osc-plugin-factory/pull/627 created this script to compare the package list, uploaded the result here.
#2 - 2017-01-09 08:58 - mlin7442
lnussel please check the list and close the ticket after all then.
#3 - 2017-01-09 13:20 - lnussel
- % Done changed from 0 to 50
ok, and which of those do we need to submit back to SP3? :-) The raw list includes things like e.g. Xorg that we know is different and cannot be
merged. texlive is missing from the list
#4 - 2017-01-13 08:17 - mlin7442
- File compile_list_0113.txt added
yep, I see the problem and fixed. raw list updated.
#5 - 2017-01-16 10:55 - mlin7442
- File final_list.txt added
drop out the package has same source between 42.1 and 42.2. so 252 package candidate now.
#6 - 2017-02-08 13:09 - lnussel
- Status changed from New to Closed
- % Done changed from 50 to 100
closing as done. I've put the list at https://etherpad.nue.suse.com/p/leap422_sp3candidates to review
#10 - 2017-09-07 12:19 - lnussel
- Copied to action #24764: compile list of packages that were updated compared to SP2 added
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